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The compliant MLS can exploit the static external magnetic field to induce a smooth bending of the robotic
                  
               
                 
                   
                  
    

 

        
       
       
         
       
      
        
       
          
cosmetic benefits, other possible advantages of SPL surgery
      
       
       
Ponsky, 2008). However, SPL procedures are significantly
     
         
to each other), narrow visual field through conventional la-
        
      
  

        
            
dium” view, i.e. a view from above the surgical field as de-
fined in Swain (2010), would solve most of the open issues
         
       
          
       
       

       
ploiting simple magnetic fixation and manual motion are re-
         
antee a finer control, large or complex robotic camera sys-
         
        
        
        
        
       
        
       


   



            

        
         

       
        
         
        
        
         
          
        
     
          
also the sterilization processes is simplified (Kota, 2005). Fi-
        
         
       
        
   

         
       
       
        
        
       
       
However the main benefit stems from the robotized MLS,
that exploits a static external magnetic field to provide a fine
         
of view, the thin flexible cable, which guarantees powering
         
         
 

          
        
       

        
         
          
     

        
(namely the flexible joint) is modeled mathematically, and
       
          
finite element method (FEM). Based on the system fixed pa-
rameters and geometrical constraints, the flexible joint was
          
      

   

    

         
         
         
        
         
flexible joint. The head embeds the vision system and a cou-
      
          
         
         
       
       
        
tation to generate an internal variable magnetic field, thus al-
         
        
        
guarantees a finer and more precise robotized motion, also
       
        

     



            

        
          
 Force analysis and distribution considering the flexible joint like
           
            
          
      

          
      
field. Otherwise, relative motions between the external mag-
        
able strong magnetic fields, giving complex problem of sta-
       
          
           
         
          
        
        
rium among weight force, flexible joint sti   
         
        
        
      
          

crushproof layer of tissue. Additionally, the flexible joint is
         
       
lar cross section was made for simplicity and to define an
           
       
be isotropic. The beam is fixed at one side and subjected to
          
the other end tip. Given this, three basic configurations define
         
          
          
or it can be negligible (Fig. 3a-2). We refer to this last config-
         
dition defined as equilibrium between weight force and beam
         
          
          

        
         
  
To correctly describe the flexible joint deformation be-

haviour, it is important to define other specific MLS fea-
         
         
force acts on the donut-shaped magnets and not on the flex-
          
         
be applied at the connection between the flexible joint and
        
          
         
        
      
     
Considering defined the features of the head module (Simi,

         
         
      
          
       
       
        
         
and to design the flexible joint.

  

  

       
         
 

   

          
           
        
       






   ) is defined by

 





          
beam from the fixed end.
       

             
        

    

     



            

           
  

         
        
           




   

Defining the dimensionless force,    
       









 





        
        
       



 
    

    

    

 

 

   

Since the flexible member undergoes large deflection, lin-
        
         
ties caused by large deflections. In fact, if the deflections are
large, the flexible cantilever beam with constant cross sec-
          
of linearized beam deflection equations, and elliptic integral
solutions or non linear finite element analysis are used to per-
form the analysis. Large deflection elliptic-integral equations
show that for a flexible cantilever beam with a force at the
          
       
The DNS (Morsch, 2009) for the large deflection analy-

         
       

          
          
       
        
For verification, the results obtained from this section are
          
  
          

          
          
          
    

   



 


 




 

















       
       
             

   




  

        
           
         
            
         
         

 
 

 
  

  

 

 



      


  

  



 

  




      

     

    

    

     





 

         
    

 

        

      

 




      
      

     
       
       





     



            

and the final result is built up with the    


final 


 





 

 

          
       
       


 




  

 




  

  

           
presented approach, finite element modeling (FEM) of the
       
      
       
Because of large deflections, a non-linear static analysis has
        
        
       
also be provided using the beam section defining capability
of ANSYS. This two node element has finite strain and has
         
        
        
            
       

    

   

         
        
      
        
field and size to generate the external magnetic field both for
    

  

      
         
        
         
            

        
           
          
        
     

        
          
        
        
       
          
      
         
        
          
      
       
activating the internal motor and defining the rotation of the
 

  

          
           
        
         
       
      
        
         
          
  

  

The flexible joint is the last part to dimension in order to
       
         
       
         

          

     



            

  Slope along beam length of the flexible joint subject to di            
                   

  Trajectory position of the flexible joint subject to di              
                 

         
supply and data transmission, an elastic polytetrafluoroethy-
       
filled with 9 electric wires was used directly as flexible joint.
A circular section was defined and the flexible joint compos-
       
      
        

          
         
        
        
placement as function of joint deflection and length, only the
equilibrium condition was analyzed and satisfied, then the
    

         
          
           
        
dimensional deflection of the beam, the relative bending an-
           
            
a composition of force and moment defined only by the head
         
         
After the beam deflection analysis some discrete FEM

      
were used to evaluate the magnetic field trend and especially
       
        
        

     



            

         
          
         
         
           
          
uation in the equilibrium point for a defined beam length of 24mm.

          
        
          
            


of the specific beam tip equilibrium point (but assumed ori-
           
         
         
   

          
           
          
            
head that reaches a final angle of 80 

   

           
         
           
        tilt configuration
          
          
       
Once the flexible joint was modeled and dimensioned, it

         
         
         
      
        
           
         
         
tal smooth and fine tilt span ranging from 0    
          
        
         
    
       

       
        
         
        
       
Regarding the mathematical flexible joint deflection anal-

        
        

     



            

  Comparison of dimensionless deflections,                     
                          
       

    

     

          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          

      

      
       
        
significantly less than from the linear solution. Practically,
         
        
        
ric nonlinearity caused by large deflection of the cantilever
           
ficient for solving this kind of problems arising in compliant
       
       
          
           
      
       
        
         
           
         
        
           
         
to slope which is due to Taylor series assumption for the first
           
          
       
          
and the trajectory of the free end tip for load cases specified
            
in these figures, with an increase in the load case, the deflec-
        
          
        
          
         
          

 

         
          
netic field. A nonlinear mathematical modeling and para-
      
          
         
       
         
        
         
            
robotic modules (tail and head) linked by an elastic flexible
         
         
            
           
MLS permits to actuate a DOF having all the benefits of a
      
        

conventional trocar and fixed on the abdominal wall. Space
           
        
         
          
Once positioned, a fine tilt orientation of the camera can be
        
          
        
       
         
      
        
         
         
          

     



            

         
the potential conflict with the endoscopist. Some recent in
         
      
      
head vibration. Deflections and vibrations outside xy-plane
         
allelly to the floor. In this case, a gravity force component
deflects the camera head out of the xy-plane. Concerning pa-
       
        
  
       

        
          
         
        
       

        
ing joint deflection, will be evaluated as function of length. A
       
       
        
but also embedding sensors, we could finally implement po-
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